
Acts: Week 4 - The Role of Witnessing in the Spread of the Gospel

Start off with an overview of Mike’s sermon.  Ask people if they can remember the key points of 
the message.

Part 1: Opener

- Has anyone been selected to sit on a jury? What was the case about?  How did you feel 
during the courtroom proceedings? Were the witnesses believable? What was the verdict?

Part 2: Engaging (Choose 3 or 4 questions below)

- Why do you think some christians approach sharing the gospel like a “prosecuting attorney?”

- How will viewing yourself as the “witness” and the person you’re talking to as the “jury” affect 
how you share your faith?

- Mike referred to “Simply Living the Christian Life.” What exactly does that mean? Why would 
a Christian lifestyle “stick out” in your environment?

- What are the issues that keeps a christian from witnessing? How can they be overcome?

Part 3: Scripture

Mike gave 4 pieces of evidence during the sermon. Which pieces of evidence are the most 
compelling for you and why?  Have these scriptures ready to share and discuss as a group.

1.Empty Tomb - Matt 28:13 
2.The appearances - Deuteronomy 17:6, 1 Cor 15:5, Acts 5:30-32
3. The Changed Lives

Peter - John 18, Acts 2
James (Jesus’ brother) - 1 Cor 15:7, Mark 3:21 & 31-35, John 7:5, Acts 1:14, Gal 2:9
Paul - 1 Cor 15:8, Acts 8, Acts 22

4.The Church - Acts 2:41, Acts 4:4

- Do you have a “go to” scripture passage(s) that you prefer to use when witnessing to 
someone?

Part 4: Next Steps

 - Picture in your mind the last time someone asked you about your faith or why you are 
different. How did you handle that encounter? Would it look differently the next time? How would 
you prepare? 

- Have you ever had to defend the validity of the Bible? Mike mentioned that over 24,000 
original manuscripts exist that do not contradict each other (Lee Strobel's book The Case for 
Christ.) Mike also preached a message on why we can trust the Bible (Podcast from 8/11/2013 -  
www.newdaychurch.cc/toughquestions.)


